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Abstract: Ethics is a discipline dealing with set of rules, beliefs and principles used to judge the value of human
actions. Ethics are relevant in transportation sector due to diversity of its effects both positive and negative.
Transportation policies and plans involved by policy makers, Researchers and Activists often use concepts such
as equity, equality, justice and fairness which are informed by ethical views. Despite the increased interest by
ethical in these issues in policy debates and research there are few examples of actual attempts to explicitly address
them in transport planning. This entry presents contemporary perspectives around ethical question in
transportation including social understandings of accessibility, risk and environmental effects as well as a review
of transportation project evaluation methods are implications of ethics for policy makers, researchers, and
individuals and companies making decision in transportation market.
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1. INTRODUCTION:
The transportation industry is very old and the industry is involved with technology and there is lot of
development and innovation to improve the technology in industry. And 3PL logistics transportation providers have
advantage of trucking rates, and they found exact behaviour of freight transportation the supply chain process involved
to avoid mismatch between supply and demand to create transparency in business environment.
Nowadays TMS software is helping the transportation industry for entire shipping operation and collection of
data in logistics. Benchmarking in transportation gives efficient and effectively collected and reduced costs and is over
stressed profit management in transportation and mobile technology plays a major role and it is impacted on future of
supply chain. The diversity of business gives great results and benefits is accepted in many industries the behaviour in
industry of logistics relating to employment is more and there is more need of employment available in this sector.
The dependence of all these factors is made the future of industry more comfortable. It is backbone of industry
infrastructure in logistics the different modes of transport through by Sea, by Land, by Air.
2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE:









Ben Goldwasser (2015) : The present study is focused on transportation sector where technology influenced
on industry and innovation to improve the technology such as Peloton, keep truck-in, Staxxon, in transportation
industry where many software solutions to new vehicle concepts makes transportation more efficient to solve
largest problems facing by the industry.
Adam Robinson (2015) : This paper is telling us that collapse of market house and economy in 2008 the
transportation is trying to claw its way out of damaging situation and maintaining low trucking rates. Where it
takes place in increase of crude oil prices and 3PL logistics providers took advantage of this situation.
Adam Robinson (2015) : The study on supply chain industry to avoid mismatch between supply and demand
established more efficient manufacturing and lower costs and to create visibility in environment of industry.
Adam Robinson (2015) : In this paper, the TMS is now used by all the companies (small or big scale) in the
industry and it helps to logistics to collect data and report entire shipping operations following TMS
(Transportation Management Systems).
Adam Robinson (2015) : In this study, the collected data that is meaningful, In order to make decision for
business. The Industry is looking to increase the costs of operating business. The proper analyzation on
operation sets benchmarking to improve business.
Adam Robinson (2015) : This study tells that the mobile technology is new in transportation world. In 1998,
UPS roll out of DIAD pioneer companies invested in technology to drive effectiveness and to create
competitiveness advantage.
Adam Robinson (2015) : In this paper, Outsourcing various parts of company to other business in which that
operatives gives great results and it is not easy to turn over a major part of business of a company in other hands
which includes costs and benefits.
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John Manners Bell (2017) : This study in logistics and companies are proud of sustainability when introduced
within their warehousing and transport operations. The fundamental business models and employments
structures and companies need agency of workers in warehouse sector.
Adam Robinson (2015) : In this paper, Since 1990’s the basic applications features introduced in TMS. The
aim of TMS is to help shippers to increase efficiency and manage transportation orders costs. The transportation
is increasing in day by day. The performance and technology and various business involved in TMS is likely to
continue into mid 2020s and future of company is increasing moderately high.
Paulo Rui Anciaes (2018): The study of this paper is the transportation industry is backbone of infrastructure
in logistics. The people and business rely on an extensive globally the logistics industry is valued at $3.5 trillion
Where Indian logistics is presently estimated at $90 billion dollars, the employment opportunities in this
industry is more, the impact of economy is also high.

3. OBJECTIVES:
 To study about the technology which makes work safer and easier
 To study trucking rates and partnership agreements
 To understand the role of supply chain in transportation industry
 To study of impact of mobile technology in all points of transportation
 To study the benefits of outsourcing transportation management
 To study the cause of ethical issues in transportation
4. DATA ANALYSIS:
The transportation industry uses the technology to improve the performance of delivery of goods. Where Peloton
technology is used to communicate with two trucks within its reach and it does not cause accidents, this technology is
safer to the highway drivers to which it controls breaks while getting close to the other trucks and it helps to transfer the
info to other vehicles nearby. Keep truck-in is the technology where it helps the drivers to log their details into it in the
mobile and it costs less and it does not consume much time and it cause illegal shipments and it will be clear to the
government to show the truck details and it saves paper.
WAVE (Wallmart Advanced Vehicle Experience) technology is used by wallmart in which it costs less time to
delivery of goods and it is used to cross checking and transferring of goods with other trucks. In which the driver cabin
is very spacious and it gives comfortable driving to the driver which makes work easier to the transportation. and
Staxxon is technology where it is used in large cargo sea ports to transfer of goods to other countries in the containers,
the containers which are foldable that gives advantage to store more containers in the port areas they can use it more
effectively and obvious to the business in transportation industry.
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In transportation industry the drivers are aging and the cost of hiring novice drivers is very high and expensive
and we should provide health insurance to them in which they are presently not many of them so the demand of
the novice drivers is quite extensive.



Transportation is operating at maximum capacity where shipping costs attempted to reduce cost through the use
of advanced shipping methodology. Increase crude oil price, increase in trucking rates happens for every seven
years, the cost of hiring drivers results in increase of income level where they work hard and give their best to
the companies in transportation industry.



Supply chain helps to transport the goods/services from one place to other. Wallmart uses cross-docking which
products will be transferred with the other trucks in midway of delivering the goods/services, and an appropriate
combination of company owned & outsourced transportation to meet their needs. SCM becomes a balancing
act of time v/s cost. If once the inventory is loaded into a channel it is the productive analysis responsibility to
plan for efficient transportation.



In TMS the planning and decision making give set of parameters include selection of transportation costs shorter
routes. To execute transportation plans by automating vital functions such as carrier rate acceptance,
dispatching, and Electronic data Interchange and Key Performance Indicator, TMS helps to save in results of
cost in increased Rate Of Interest and Small and Large companies TMS process it is more efficient and less
expensive used of cloud based technology.



Benchmarking in transportation industry is a valuable tool to guage cost and profits overall use every inch of
facility to keep your expensive to your profits. The industry thinks both present and future and it deals with each
and every process to grow the business and stay in the right path to maintain their status among top players in
the business.

The future of Transport Management is having the control over the technology supply chain and truck rates
with the efficient work and effective drivers with al of them together gives the growth in transportation and is improving
in market share in future.
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Overloading of vehicles in transportation cause damage to the vehicles and as well as they cannot move much
faster and cannot go on time, drunk drivers cause accidents because of loosing their control over the wheel and they
cannot go in the roads, theft of goods means the goods will be stolen by bandits or misplacing the products, illegal
activities like shipping the drugs through transportation by all means of doing for profits , terrorist activities, global
warming etc., all cause the ethical issues in transportation industry. Manipulation in travel logs high transportation costs
are all the reason that cause the damage to the public money and the 3PLS took advantage over the industry. The industry
is in growth stage by all means and all it takes to get their benefits.
5. FINDINGS:
 In the study there is a lot of change in technology takes place in transportation industry and implementation of
new innovative ideas of software in industry.
 The truck rates in industry is decreases only 3PLs logistics providers found a way to increase their costs.
 The supply chain process and how it took place and how to balance in transportation with the issues.
 Planning and decision making selection of carriers on transportation costs, shorter route, visibility of shipment
and meaning performance.
 Improve in technology gained enough knowledge to use right tools, differentiating capabilities to reduce further
cost and enable entrained services for shippers.
 The impact on profitability and competitiveness gives better productivity, better results, analysis, and
simplifying chaos of transportation with technology.
 Self employed workers should be given equal access to some rights as other employees.
 The cutting edge technology and meta intelligence to leverage TMS visibility and has become one with other
office systems.
 Environmental and global warming cause damage to delivery of goods/service in time to customers.
6. CONCLUSION:
The transportation industry is backbone of infrastructure in logistics and it is involved with latest technology
which gives major advantages to improve the concepts in transportation.
The supply chain process is main objective to transfer of goods/services though various transportations (by sea, by air,
by land).
Maintaining a strong ethical culture is essential for complying with laws and regulations, employees must be
given the appropriate tools to align their company culture behaviour and engage in ethical decision making.
Ethics are important not only in business but also in all aspects of life, because it is an essential part of foundation on
which a civilized society is build.
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